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ABSTRACT
Background and purpose COVID-19 is an infectious
disease caused by Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). Apart from respiratory
complications, acute cerebrovascular disease (CVD) has
been observed in some patients with COVID-19. Therefore,
we described the clinical characteristics, laboratory
features, treatment and outcomes of CVD complicating
SARS-CoV-2 infection.
Materials and methods Demographic and clinical
characteristics, laboratory findings, treatments and
clinical outcomes were collected and analysed. Clinical
characteristics and laboratory findings of patients with
COVID-19 with or without new-onset CVD were compared.
Results Of 219 patients with COVID-19, 10 (4.6%)
developed acute ischaemic stroke and 1 (0.5%) had
intracerebral haemorrhage. COVID-19 with new onset
of CVD were significantly older (75.7±10.8 years vs
52.1±15.3 years, p<0.001), more likely to present with
severe COVID-19 (81.8% vs 39.9%, p<0.01) and were
more likely to have cardiovascular risk factors, including
hypertension, diabetes and medical history of CVD (all
p<0.05). In addition, they were more likely to have
increased inflammatory response and hypercoagulable
state as reflected in C reactive protein (51.1 (1.3–127.9)
vs 12.1 (0.1–212.0) mg/L, p<0.05) and D-dimer (6.9 (0.3–
20.0) vs 0.5 (0.1–20.0) mg/L, p<0.001). Of 10 patients with
ischemic stroke; 6 received antiplatelet treatment with
aspirin or clopidogrel; and 3 of them died. The other four
patients received anticoagulant treatment with enoxaparin
and 2 of them died. As of 24 March 2020, six patients with
CVD died (54.5%).
Conclusion Acute CVD is not uncommon in COVID-19. Our
findings suggest that older patients with risk factors are
more likely to develop CVD. The development of CVD is an
important negative prognostic factor which requires further
study to identify optimal management strategy to combat
the COVID-19 outbreak.

INTRODUCTION
Since the first identification of severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
(SARS-
CoV-2) infection in Wuhan in
December 2019,1 as of 8 April 2020, the
number of laboratory-
confirmed COVID-19
cases has exceeded 4 338 658 cases globally,
causing over 297 119 deaths.1 2 The clinical presentation of patients with COVID-19

varied considerably, ranging from asymptomatic infection to severe pneumonia that may
lead to respiratory failure and death.3
We recently reported the clinical manifestations and outcomes in 214 patients with
COVID-19 infection and found that severe
patients had commonly complicated neurological symptoms including consciousness
impairment (14.8%) and skeletal muscle
symptoms (19.3%).4 Previous study has
suggested that bacterial and/or viral infection
may be a trigger for acute ischaemic stroke,
probably related to the prothrombotic effect
of the inflammatory response.5 To date, there
is sparse information regarding acute cerebrovascular disease (CVD) following COVID-19
infection. Accordingly, we reported 11 case
series which suffered from SARS-CoV-2 infection and developed a sudden onset of CVDs
meanwhile. The clinical characteristics, treatment strategies and outcomes of patients with
COVID-19 with and without new-onset CVD
are presented here.
METHODS
This was a single-centre retrospective study.
A total of 219 consecutive patients with
confirmed COVID-19 were admitted to
the Union Hospital of Huazhong University of Science and Technology between 16
January and 19 February, followed up to 24
March 2020. Union Hospital, located in
the endemic areas of COVID-19 in Wuhan,
Hubei Province, is one of the major tertiary
healthcare systems and teaching hospitals in
the region and has been designated by the
government as a COVID-19 care hospital
since the outbreak, responsible for the treatments for SARS-CoV-2 infection. All patients
with COVID-19 in this study were diagnosed
according to the WHO interim guideline,6
had respiratory symptom, were SARS-CoV-2
Reverse Transcription-
PCR–PCR positive in
throat swab and had viral-
like pneumonia
on chest CT.7 Part of analysis results of 214
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Statistical analysis
Continuous variables were described as means and SD,
or as median and range values between patients with or
without new onset of CVD. Categorical variables were
expressed as counts and percentages. The Wilcoxon
rank-sum test and Maental-Haenszal χ2 test were used to
compare characteristics, laboratory findings, treatment
and outcomes (with or without acute CVD) of patients
with COVID-19 with versus without CVD. All statistical
analyses were performed using R V.3.3.0 software, with
p<0.05 considered as statistically significant.
RESULTS
Of 219 patients with confirmed SARS-CoV-2, 11 (5.0%)
developed new onset of CVD following COVID-19 infection. Their demographic and clinical characteristics are
shown in table 1. Of these patients, 10 (90.9%) were diagnosed with ischaemic stroke and 1 (9.1%) had intracerebral haemorrhage. Among the 10 patients with ischaemic
stroke, 4 patients’ National Institute of Health stroke scale
scores was less than 8 points, while 6 patients had scores
higher than or equal to 8 points. Representative brain
and chest images of patient 1 with ischaemic stroke and
patient 11 with intracerebral haemorrhage are shown in
figure 1. The age ranged from 57 to 91 years (median 75
(range 57–91)). Five (45.5%) were female. Four (36.4%)
patients had smoking history and 1 (9.1%) patient had
drinking history, respectively. Seven (63.6%) patients
280

had increased blood pressure (≥130/80 mm Hg) and 8
(72.7%) had elevated blood glucose levels (>6.1 mmol/L)
at diagnosis of CVD. The median durations from first
symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 infection to CVD were 10 days
(range 1–29). Of the 10 patients with ischaemic stroke, 5
had large-vessel atherosclerosis, 2 had small-vessel occlusion and 3 had cardioembolism type according to TOAST
classification. All of these patients were combined with
increased inflammatory response and hypercoagulable
state. The choice of treatment for ischaemic stroke (antiplatelet/anticoagulant) was determined at the discretion
and judgement of the treating team comprehensively
reviewing (the TOAST classification, clinical syndrome
and laboratory findings).
Of 10 patients with ischaemic stroke, 6 received antiplatelet treatment with aspirin or clopidogrel and 4
received anticoagulant treatment with enoxaparin. As
of 24 March 2020, the overall mortality rate was 54.5%
(6/11). Among those treated with antiplatelet, three
died (50%) (3/6) as compared with 25% (1/4) of those
treated with anticoagulant. The intracerebral haemorrhage patient died 13 days after stroke.
Table 2 shows the clinical characteristics between
patients with COVID-19 with CVD and those without
CVD. Patients with COVID-19 with new onset of CVD
were significantly older (75.7±10.8 years vs 52.1±15.3
years, p<0.001) and were more likely to present with
severe COVID-19 (81.8% vs 39.9%, p<0.01). Moreover,
patients with CVD were more likely to have other underlying disorders, including hypertension (81.8%vs 22.1%,
p<0.001) and diabetes mellitus (54.5% vs 12.0%, p<0.01),
which were the common risk factors of CVD.
Table 3 shows the laboratory findings in patients with
COVID-19 with or without CVD. Patients with CVD had
more increased inflammatory response, including higher
white blood cell (median 7.7 (range 3.9–14.8) vs 4.9 (0.1–
20.4)×109/L, p<0.01), neutrophil counts (6.4 (0.0–13.8)
vs 3.0 (0.0–18.7)×109/L, p<0.01) and C reactive protein
(CRP) levels (51.1 (1.3–127.9) vs 12.1 (0.1–212.0) mg/L,
p<0.05), but lower lymphocyte counts (0.6 (0.3–1.2) vs
1.1 (0.1–2.6)×109/L, p<0.001), suggesting presence of
immunosuppression. Patients with CVD also had higher
D-
dimer levels (6.9 (0.3–20.0) vs 0.5 (0.1–20.0) mg/L,
p<0.001), indicating the hypercoagulable state. In addition, patients with CVD were more likely to have kidney
injury, including elevated blood urea nitrogen (7.4 (4.0–
43.2) vs 4.1 (1.5–48.1), p<0.001) and creatinine levels
(75.5 (42.7–261.3) vs 68.2 (35.9–9435.0), p<0.05).

DISCUSSION
This is a case series of COVID-19 with new onset of CVD.
Eleven patients with COVID-19 developed CVD following
infection. Patients with CVD were older and were more
likely to have cardiovascular and cerebrovascular risk
factors. These findings suggested that elder patients with
COVID-19 may be more likely to develop CVD, and more
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patients with COVID-19 had been published in our
previous paper on JAMA Neurology.4 In this study, the analysis results of 219 patients are derived completely from
different perspectives and had not been published in any
other paper. Verbal consent was obtained from patients
or their relatives before the enrolment.
The demographic characteristics, medical history,
symptoms, clinical signs, laboratory findings and chest
CT scan findings were extracted from electronic medical
records. The diagnosis of acute ischaemic or bleeding
stroke was confirmed by brain CT and clinical symptoms.
All neurological symptoms were reviewed and confirmed
by two trained neurologists. The date of disease onset
was defined as the day when the symptom was noticed.
We dichotomised the patients as severe group and non-
severe group according to the severity of COVID-19 at the
time of admission using the American Thoracic Society
guidelines for community-acquired pneumonia.8 9 Throat
swab samples were collected and placed into a collection
tube containing preservation solution for the virus.7
SARS-CoV-2 infection was confirmed by real-time RT-PCR
assay using a SARS-
CoV-2 nucleic acid detection kit
according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Shanghai
BioGerm Medical Technology Co). A total of 219 consecutive patients with confirmed COVID-19 were enrolled.
The types of ischaemic stroke were classified by the Trial
of Org 10 172 in Acute Stroke Treatment (TOAST)
classification.
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*Patients with COVID-19 were confirmed by SARS-CoV-2 reverse transcription-PCR positive in throat swab and viral-like pneumonia in chest CT.
AIS, acute ischemic stroke; CVD, cerebrovascular disease; CVST, cerebral venous sinus thrombosis; F, female; ICH, intracerebral haemorrhage ; M, male; SARS-CoV-2, severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2; TOAST, the Trial of Org 10 172 in Acute Stroke Treatment.
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Figure 1 Representative brain and chest images of patients
COVID-19 with CVD. (A) Representative brain (A1) and chest
(A2) CT images of patient 1 with new onset of ischaemic
stroke. The red arrow showed location of infarct in figure A1.
(B) Representative brain (B1) and chest (B2) CT images of
patient 11 with new onset of intracerebral haemorrhage. CVD,
cerebrovascular disease. The red arrow showed location of
cerebral hemorrhage in figure B1.

attention should be paid to older patients with cerebrovascular risk factors.
Importantly, 9 out of 11 patients with CVD were patients
with SARS-CoV-2 infection, suggesting severe infection
may be associated with CVD, especially acute ischaemic

Table 2 Clinical characteristics of patients with COVID-19 with or without new-onset CVD
Total (N=219)

COVID-19 with CVD (n=11) COVID-19 without CVD (n=208) P value*

Age (years), mean±SD

53.3±15.9

75.7±10.8

52.1±15.3

Age (years), n (%)

 

 

 

 <60

132 (60.3)

 ≥60

87 (39.7)

10 (90.9)

 

 

Sex, n (%)
 Female
COVID-19
 Severe
 Non-severe

130 (59.4)
 

1 (9.1)

131 (63.0)
77 (37.0)
 

5 (45.5)
 

<0.001

0.360

125 (60.1)
 

92 (42.0)

9 (81.8)

83 (39.9)

127 (58.0)

2 (18.2)

125 (60.1)

0.009

Medical history, n (%)

 

 

 

 Any

85 (38.8)

10 (90.9)

75 (36.1)

<0.001

 Hypertension

55 (25.1)

9 (81.8)

46 (22.1)

<0.001

 Diabetes

31 (14.2)

6 (54.5)

25 (12.0)

0.001

 Heart disease and CVD

17 (7.8)

3 (27.3)

14 (6.7)

0.044

 Malignancy

14 (6.4)

1 (9.1)

13 (6.3)

0.525

Data are presented as mean±SD and n/N (%).
P values indicate differences between patients with COVID-19 with and without new-onset CVD. P<0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
*Fisher exact test.
CVD, cerebrovascular disease.
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stroke. Our past work also showed that severe patients
were more likely to develop neurological symptoms.4
SARS-CoV-2 has a spike protein surface unit that highly
binds to human ACE2 receptor; it may cause endothelial
apoptosis and neuronal damage.10 11 Studies have found
that infection with COVID-19 can accelerate the progression of acute stroke.12–14 In a total of 4448 patients with
COVID-19 in 16 studies, CVD was positively associated
with adverse outcome (RR 2.04 (1.43–2.91], p<0.001;
i2:77%).10 In an imaging screening of inpatients with
COVID-19 infection, ischaemic stroke was found in 0.9%,
accompanied by D-dimer peak and increased troponin.15
Patients with a history of CVD were 2.5 times more likely
to develop severe COVID-19.16
Inflammation has been increasingly recognised as a
key contributor to the pathophysiology of CVDs17 and
involved in the acute intravascular events triggered by
the interruption of the blood supply. Several studies
have reported the elevated levels of CRPs and D-dimer
in patients with the coexistence of COVID-19.13 15 18 19 A
study done in China with 191 patients included found
that D-dimer greater than 1 µg/mL has an association
with mortality in patients of COVID-19.20Meanwhile,
acute inflammation caused by COVID-19 is prone to be
followed by a hypercoagulable state due to the increased
concentrations of proinflammatory cytokines6–8 and
serum inflammatory factors (eg, interleukin and CRP)
responsible for early molecular events triggered by coagulation abnormalities.21 22 Compared with the patients
without CVD, patients with CVD had a higher blood CRP
level. Ten out of 11 patients with both CVD and COVID-19

Open access

Total
(N=219)
9

COVID-19 with CVD
(n=11)

COVID-19 without CVD
(n=208)

P value*

White blood cell count, ×10 /L
Neutrophil, ×109/L

5.0 (0.1–20.4)
3.1 (0.0–18.7)

7.7 (3.9–14.8)
6.4 (0.0–13.8)

4.9 (0.1–20.4)
3.0 (0.0–18.7)

0.002
0.003

Lymphocyte count, ×109/L

1.1 (0.1–2.6)

0.6 (0.3–1.2)

1.1 (0.1–2.6)

<0.001

206.0 (18.0–583.0)

142.0 (90.0–564.0)

12.5 (0.1–212.0)

51.1 (1.3–127.9)

0.5 (0.1–20.0)

6.9 (0.3–20.0)

9

Platelet count, ×10 /L
C reactive protein (mg/L)
D-dimer (mg/L)

211.0 (18.0–583.0)

0.035

12.1 (0.1–212.0)

0.025

0.5 (0.1–20.0)

<0.001

Alanine aminotransferase (U/L)

26.0 (5.0–1933.0)

24.0 (13.0–144.0)

26.5 (5.0–1933.0)

0.671

Aspartate aminotransferase
(U/L)

26.0 (8.0–8191.0)

32.0 (19.0–271.0)

26.0 (8.0–8191·0)

0.119

Blood urea nitrogen (mmol/L)
Creatinine (μmol/L)

4.1 (1.5–48.1)
68.3 (35.9–9435.0)

7.4 (4.0–43.2)
75.5 (42.7–261.3)

4.1 (1.5–48.1)
68.2 (35.9–9435.0)

<0.001
0.02

P values indicate differences between patients with COVID-19 with and without new-onset CVD. P<0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
*Wilcox non-parameter test.
CVD, cerebrovascular disease.

had extremely high levels of D-dimer (median level of
6.9), by contrast, D-dimer of patients without CVD was
at a lower level (median level of 0.5). According to the
laboratory test index of blood, patients of COVID-19 with
CVD had more severe inflammatory infection and were
in a state of high coagulation. The significantly increased
inflammatory response could be one of the causes of
abnormal blood coagulation function in early stage and
could be one of the reasons of onset of CVD.
The average time from SARS-CoV-2 infection to onset
of CVD was about 12 days. Neurological injury has been
confirmed in the infection of other coronaviruses such
as in SARS-CoV and Middle East respiratory syndrome
corona virus (MER-CoV).23 24 A study reported that 28
days after onset of SARS-CoV infection, patients experienced central nervous symptoms.25 A four-
patient
case report showed patients developed neuromuscular diseases approximately 3 weeks after the onset of
SARS.26 Another three-patient case report showed brain
MRI revealed significant changes characterised by wideweighted
spread, bilateral hyperintense lesions on T2-
imaging within the white matter and subcortical areas of
the frontal, temporal and parietal lobes after 25–28 days’
onset of MER-CoV.23 Thus, in early stages, making a diagnosis according to clinical symptoms and lab tests and
taking measures for anti-inflammatory treatment as early
as possible may arrest the growth of COVID-19. It may be
one way to reduce the risk of CVD.
This study has several limitations. First, only 219
patients were studied. It would be better to include more
patients from more cities in China or even other countries. Second, all data were abstracted from the electronic
medical records, and patients with ischaemic stroke with
history of atrial fibrillation were classified into cardioembolism (TOAST classification). The COVID-19 outbreak
limited some ancillary examinations such as ultrasonic
 Y, et al. Stroke & Vascular Neurology 2020;5:e000431. doi:10.1136/svn-2020-000431
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testing and holter monitoring, which is indispensable for
correct TOAST classification. Third, all the 219 consecutive patients with confirmed COVID-19 were symptomatic. If this cohort included asymptomatic cases, it will be
more meaningful.
In conclusion, CVD is not uncommon in patients with
COVID-19. Patients with CVD were older, had severe
infection and were more likely to have cardiovascular
and cerebrovascular risk factors. The median time from
SARS-CoV-2 infection to onset of CVD was about 10 days.
Some patients with COVID-19 with CVD were in a state of
high coagulation. Physicians should pay more attention
to controlling risk factors for CVDs, such as hypertension, high coagulation state and diabetes mellitus while
treating the older or severe patients with COVID-19.
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